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Health and safety is everyone’s responsibility 
and we all have a part to play in ensuring our 
workplaces are kept clean and tidy and Essex 
County Council’s procedures are followed. 

This handbook is designed to help you 
understand the requirements of Essex 
County Council’s health and safety policy 
and will help you carry out your activities in 
a way which protects the health, safety and 
wellbeing of yourself and your colleagues. 

By reading, understanding, following and 
implementing the requirements of this 
handbook, you will be contributing towards 
achieving and maintaining high standards of 
health and safety at work. 

If you have any concerns, issues, or need 
clarification of any information contained 
within this handbook, then refer the matter to 
your line manager in the first instance. 

With your commitment and co-operation, 
health and safety can be managed effectively 
and to the benefit of all Essex County Council 
employees in a positive health and safety 
culture. 

Further detailed information and guidance can 
be found in the health and safety section of 
the intranet. 

Introduction
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>>    Essex County Council is committed to the health, safety 
and welfare of all employees, visitors and contractors. 



     Essex County Council believes 
that its people are its most 
valuable resource and that their 
health, safety and wellbeing is of 
paramount importance.

The council considers the successful 
management of health and safety to be a key 
management objective and an integral part of 
our business activities. We are committed to 
reducing and preventing workplace injuries, ill 
health, and unnecessary losses and liabilities so 
far as is reasonably practicable.

Essex County Council is committed to:

> compliance with all applicable legislative  
 and regulatory requirements

> providing a robust, systematic and 
 sustainable health and safety 
 management system

> ensuring health and safety roles and 
 responsibilities are understood and 
 communicated throughout the  
 organisation and to stakeholders

> identifying our health and safety risks  
 and ensuring the provision of suitable  
 and sufficient risk control measures

> providing comprehensive information, 
 instruction, training and supervision

> consulting with employees, trade unions, 
 enforcing authorities and other 
 stakeholders on health and safety issues

> providing a healthy and safe work  
 environment

> providing appropriate emergency  
 arrangements, equipment and facilities

> continual improvement in all areas of   
 health and safety management.

All Essex County Council functions, services, 
managers, employees and partners shall 
carry out their duties in line with Essex County 
Council’s commitment and standards to 
achieving high levels of health and safety 
compliance and control in the workplace.

We expect all employees, contractors and 
visitors to take reasonable care for their 
own health and safety and that of others 
who may be affected by their actions or 
omissions. All employees and contractors 
must use the equipment, tools and systems 
provided, and co-operate with Essex County 
Council in ensuring compliance with all legal 
requirements and standards. 

The council’s Members, Corporate 
Management Board and Cabinet accept 
their health and safety responsibilities 
and are committed to developing a culture 
that supports the effective management of 
health and safety at all levels. The Corporate 
Management Board will provide the necessary 
physical and financial resources, provide 
active leadership and obtain any necessary 
expert advice in order to demonstrate our 
commitment to and support for the health and 
safety policy.

Essex County Council’s health and safety 
objectives will be developed and monitored 
and be subjected to periodic audits and annual 
reviews. 

 

Health and safety policy statement

>>
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     Protecting the health and safety 
of employees is an essential part of 
corporate risk management. Ultimate 
responsibility for health and safety 
rests with the Essex County Council 
Corporate Management Board (CMB) 
with further responsibilities, duties 
and activities delegated to executive 
directors, managers, line managers 
and the corporate health and safety 
team.

Essex County Council will provide adequate 
resources to ensure its health and safety 
management system is properly implemented 
and is performing in all locations and 
operations. These include human resources, 
specialised skills, technology and financial 
resources. 

All employees with management responsibility 
will be expected to demonstrate their 
commitment to the continual improvement of 
health and safety performance in line with the 
Essex County Council health and safety policy. 

Health and safety responsibilities 
All employees must: 

> take reasonable care for themselves and  
 other people who might be affected by their 
 acts or omissions

> observe safety rules at all times and   
 co-operate with Essex County Council in   
 matters of health and safety 

> not intentionally or recklessly misuse 
 anything provided in the interests of  
 health, safety or wellbeing 

> always use equipment provided as per   
 training and instructions

> report all accidents, incidents and near   
 misses, whether persons are injured or not, 
 as documented in the Essex County Council  
 accident and incident reporting procedure 

> follow health and safety instructions and  
 report anything considered a serious danger

> report any shortcomings in the protection  
 arrangements for health and safety to your 
 line manager. 

Visitors and contractors

Visitors to Essex County Council premises, 
including contractors, clients, service providers 
and members of the public must comply 

with Essex County Council health and safety 
procedures. All contractors and visitors are the 
responsibility of the employee being visited 
and must be made aware of the site-specific 
arrangements and emergency procedures. 

Resolution of health and safety issues 

We all have a legal and moral responsibility to 
keep work places clean and tidy and prevent 
health and safety issues arising by following 
procedures, maintaining good standards of 
housekeeping, and taking reasonable care for 
ourselves and others. 

Health and safety issues should be dealt with 
effectively and speedily in an atmosphere of 
mutual trust and confidence. Most issues will 
be resolved informally between employees 
and their line manager who, if necessary, may 
seek advice and guidance from their health 
and safety champion and/or the Essex County 
Council Corporate Health and Safety team. 

All official Essex County Council contact with 
the Health and Safety Executive, Environment 
Agency, Fire Authority or any other relevant 
enforcing authority must be made by the 
Essex County Council Health and Safety Manager. 

Health and safety responsibilities

>> 

>>
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     Visitors to Essex County Council premises, including contractors, 
customers, service providers and members of the public must comply 
with Essex County Council health and safety procedures.

>>>>  



      Essex County Council will ensure 
occupational hazards are identified 
and risks relating to the work 
environment and work activities are 
assessed.
Risk and safety assessments 
If existing control measures are inadequate, 
additional control measures will be identified 
and implemented - so far as is reasonably 
practicable. 

Specific safety assessments will be undertaken 
where required under law and/or identified 
in the general risk assessments. These safety 
assessments include: 

> visual display units (VDUs)
> manual handling 
> hazardous substances  
> machinery and work equipment 
> fire 
> young persons 
> pregnant women 
> personal emergency evacuation plan  
 (PEEPs) for people requiring assistance.

All employees and contractors will be expected 
to work with their line manager to ensure the 
findings from risk and safety assessments are 
understood and that control measures are 

implemented on an on going basis. 

Policies, procedures and safe systems of work
Essex County Council will ensure suitable 
and sufficient information and instruction is 
available to all employees and contractors who 
will, in turn, be expected to comply with all 
health and safety policies, procedures and safe 
systems of work. Failure to comply with agreed 
procedures and instructions will be seen as 
misconduct and may result in disciplinary action. 

Occupational health 
Essex County Council has an on-site wellbeing 
occupational health provision whose main 
purpose is to provide: 

> confidential medical support and advice 
> medical clearance via health risk assessments 
> confidential counselling service.

If you have any concerns or queries, please 
contact the Occupational Health team. 

Health and safety training, communication and 
consultation 
All new employees will be provided with health 
and safety information through their corporate 
induction. There is also a local induction where 
your manager will go through the key health and 
safety elements in this handbook. You have a 
responsibility to adhere to Essex County Council 
procedures, information and instructions. 

On going health and safety training for your 
work equipment, activities, and processes 
will be carried out within your functions and 
services to ensure all operations are carried 
out safely and in line with agreed operating 
procedures and safe systems of work. 

Line managers must ensure employees receive 
appropriate training so they understand any 
risks, the precautions to take and are competent 
in using equipment relevant to their role.

Essex County Council will ensure appropriate 
health and safety consultation and 
communication through formal and informal 
channels. These include: 

> corporate health and safety boards 
> trade union health and safety forums 
> functions and services health and safety  
 meetings 
> health and safety champions and  
 co-ordinators network
> health and safety notice boards 
> health and safety bulletins 
> user friendly intranet site
> regular 1:1s with line managers 
> regular health and safety campaigns 

Health and safety management

>>   

>>
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>>  >>      All new employees will be provided with health and 
safety information as part of their corporate induction.



     The main hazards associated 
with fires at work are heat, smoke, 
toxic fumes, oxygen depletion and 
structural collapse of buildings.

There are also issues for employees such 
as panic, shock, trauma and possible injury 
during an evacuation. Additionally, there is a 
risk of delays and interruption to, the normal 
and efficient operation of the business. 

The key to fire safety management is fire 
prevention. We can all play a part in preventing 
combustible materials (such as cardboard 
boxes, paper and chemicals), building up in 
the workplace, keeping sources of heat or 
ignition (such as cigarettes and matches) away 
from sources of combustible materials, and 
ensuring our workplace is kept clean and tidy. 

Every employee should know what to do if 
there is a fire and should act promptly and 
calmly in order to prevent injury or delay. 

On local health and safety notice boards, a 
fire action notice is displayed giving details 
on what action to take in the event of a fire. All 
visitors and employees should be made aware 
of these notices.

Every employee should know who the fire 
marshal is for their respective area.

Fire evacuation procedures will be rehearsed 
regularly and all employees must make sure 
they understand how to raise the alarm and 
what the evacuation procedures are. 

Fire escape routes are clearly labelled and 
indicate the safest and shortest routes to a 
place of safety. All employees must familiarise 
themselves with the location of their fire 
escape routes and fire assembly points. 

Whilst the workplace is in normal use, doors on 
escape routes must not be locked, fastened, 
blocked or wedged open. 

In every Essex County Council service, there 
are trained health and safety champions, fire 
marshals and first aiders. 

Fire marshals carry out a regular check to 
ensure that the fire exits and routes are clear 
and safe for their area. In the event of a fire 
(or other emergency), fire marshals will direct 
employees to the nearest, safe exit and ensure 
everyone has been evacuated safely. 

Emergency procedure -  
if you discover a fire 

> shout “FIRE!” 

> raise the alarm using the nearest break   
 glass call point 

> inform your manager or the person in   
 charge that there is a fire. Please be as   
 accurate as possible when reporting the   
 location 

> assess the situation. Only tackle the fire   
 with the appropriate appliance if you have  
 been trained and it is safe to do so - never  
 put yourself or others at risk 

> leave the building via the nearest, safest  
 exit and proceed to your assembly point 

> report to your fire marshal and await   
 further instructions.

Fire safety

>>

>>
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Emergency Procedure -  
if you hear the fire alarm 

Every employee, visitor and contractor must: 

> evacuate the building immediately via the  
 nearest, safe exit and proceed to your   
 fire assembly point, closing doors and   
 windows on the way out (but only if safe  
 to do so) 

> assist with the evacuation of visitors or   
 people requiring assistance

> remain at your designated assembly   
 point and await further instructions.

Under no circumstances should you: 

> stop to collect personal belongings 

> delay evacuation 

> use the lifts 

> re-enter the building until instructed to do so. 

Fire marshals 

On hearing the alarm, the fire marshals shall:

> if necessary, direct people to the nearest 
 safe exit

> undertake a sweep of the relevant part of 
 the building to ensure everyone has 
 evacuated 

> close all doors and windows - if safe to do so

> be the last person to leave the area

> proceed to the designated assembly point 

> report to the lead fire marshal and/or fire  
 brigade. 

Once the incident has been dealt with and the 
area is made safe, the fire brigade, security 
or lead fire marshal will give the ‘all clear’ to 
the fire marshals who will instruct employees 
to return to their place of work. No employee, 
visitor or contractor shall re-enter the 
building until the all clear has been given. 

People requiring assistance

If you have a disability or injury that may affect 
your ability to evacuate quickly in the event of 
an emergency, then you will need a Personal 
Emergency Evacuation Plan (PEEP). Speak to 
your line manager who will complete one for 
you, in consultation with local fire marshals 
and health and safety champions. The PEEP 
should be documented and tested.

Fire extinguishers 

All Essex County Council workplaces have 
appropriate fire fighting equipment. The type 
and number of extinguishers depend upon 

the number of people, size of the building and 
risks present. Employees should familiarise 
themselves with the location and type of their 
nearest extinguishers. 

There are four main types of fire extinguishers 
designed for the uses listed below. Fire 
extinguishers must not be removed from 
their designated positions - except in an 
emergency. 

Fire fighting should only be attempted by 
trained fire marshals but only if it is safe to do 
so. Under no circumstances should the safety 
of individuals be compromised. 

Fire safety4
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    The purposes of first aid are 
to preserve life, limit the effects 
of the condition, and to promote 
recovery.

Essex County Council will have sufficient 
trained and qualified first aiders on each 
site. The number of first aiders will depend 
on the number of staff, the level of risk 
and the support of other safety provisions. 
Extra first aiders may be necessary to cover 
holidays, predicted spells of absence from the 
workplace and to ensure adequate cover for 
shift workers.  

Essex County Council will provide sufficient 
first aid equipment in the form of adequately 
stocked first aid boxes. 

Names and contact details of first aiders will 
be identified on local health and safety notice 
boards. 

Your line manager should make you aware of 
the locations of your nearest first aiders and 
first aid box during your local induction. 

Obtaining first aid 

If you have an accident or are feeling unwell at 
work: 

> contact your nearest first aider. If you are  
 unsure who to contact, speak to your line  
 manager who will summon a first aider for 
 you 

> if an ambulance is required, dial 9-999 
 first, then contact your local security or   
 reception explaining what has happened  
 and where. 

Your line manager should also be informed of 
the incident as soon as possible. 

All accidents and injuries must be reported via 
the online accident reporting form which can 
be found under the Health and Safety section 
on the intranet.

If you witness an accident 

> assess the situation and any injuries that  
 have been sustained - are there any 
 risks to the casualty or others? 
 can the dangers be removed safely? 

> try to make the injured person    
 comfortable 

> contact the nearest first aider - contact   
 details should be clearly displayed on the  
 local Health and Safety notice board 

> when the first aider arrives, continue to   
 provide help and assistance as instructed

> try to establish if there are any other   
 witnesses and the possible causes of the  
 accident 

> assist with any further investigation. 

First aid5
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>>  >>     Names and contact details of first aiders can be 
found on local Health and Safety notice boards.



If you discover a suspicious or unattended 
parcel/package: 

> do not touch, interfere with or move the item 

> calmly move away and alert colleagues,   
 including your  line manager and fire 
 marshal(s) 

> advise everyone to clear the immediate   
 area and keep others away 

> contact your local security or reception   
 explaining the nature and location of the  
 incident  

> leave the area safely and calmly in line  
 with the emergency evacuation procedures 

> proceed to your fire assembly point and   
 remain there

> act positively and do not panic 

> wait for further instructions from security,  
 the police, or the fire wardens

> do not re-enter the building until the all   
 clear has been given 

> fire marshals will do their usual checks   
 and report to the emergency services at   
 the assembly point. 

Telephone threats and possible hoax calls 

If you receive a bomb threat via a direct line 
telephone, do not panic and do not hang up 
the phone. Information you can gain about the 
bomb threat will assist investigators. 

If you receive a telephone bomb threat you 
should adopt the following procedure: 

> try to get the call traced through the   
  switchboard 

> during the call, if possible, ask the   
  following questions relating to the threat   
  and pass this information to security: 

    - where the device is located? 

    - what does it look like? 

    - what time is it set to go off? 

    - when and how was it placed? 

    - why it has been placed? 

    - are there any code words? 

> if the caller is prepared to continue the   
 conversation, encourage them to do so   
 and try to ascertain the following: 

    - the caller’s age and sex 

    - any peculiarities of speech (e.g. 
      accents) 

    - caller’s location (e.g. traffic, voices, 
      machinery) 

> let the caller finish speaking without   
 interruption

> record the message exactly as given (if   
 possible, get it repeated). 

     On receiving a telephone bomb 
threat, advise your line manager 
and security immediately. Security 
will be responsible for contacting 
the relevant authorities.

Bomb or risk of explosion6
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    Essex County Council 
will ensure a safe working 
environment with adequate 
welfare facilities, so far as is 
reasonably practicable. To help 
with this, everyone must:

> keep passages, floors and work areas   
 clean and tidy 

> maintain safe systems of storage 

> shut filing cabinet drawers and cupboard 
 doors after use 

> keep working areas tidy and free from   
 obstructions 

> never obstruct gangways, stairs, doors   
 or fire exit routes 

> ensure cables and leads are correctly   
 installed and positioned so they do not   
 create a trip hazard 

> ensure prompt disposal of waste   
 materials 

> ensure fridges, microwaves and vending  
 machines are kept clean. 

 

Safe office practices7
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Electricity is probably the most widely used 
source of energy in the world and it is used in 
virtually all Essex County Council workplaces 
to power a diverse range of machinery and 
equipment. 

If properly used, electricity is a safe and 
efficient source of energy. If, however, it 
is used in an unsafe manner or allowed to 
get out of control - e.g. equipment that is 
incorrectly installed or poorly maintained 
- electricity can pose a number of risks to 
people and property, including electric shock, 
electrical burns and electrical fires. 

To eliminate the risks associated with 
electricity, the following practices should be 
adopted: 

> electrical equipment should be turned off  
 when not in use 

> electrical maintenance and repair work   
 must only be carried out by a qualified  
 person 

> any defective electrical items must be   
 taken out of service immediately 

> where possible, the use of any  
 temporary wiring should be avoided 

> minimise the use of adaptors and multi- 
 plugs and ensure you have enough fixed  
 sockets for your needs. Overloaded   
 sockets can lead to fires 

> all electrical control cabinets must be   
 kept locked and only accessed by an   
 authorised person

> carry out your own visual inspection of plugs 
 and leads. Look out for damaged or 
 exposed cables or wires, damaged plugs, 
 and evidence of overheating (burn marks or 
 discoloration). 

If you spot any dangerous or unsafe electrical 
equipment, do not use it. Disconnect it (if 
safe to do so), place a warning sign ‘do not 
use’ and inform your line manager as soon as 
possible.

Portable electrical equipment 

Portable equipment is classed as equipment 
that has a lead and plug and which is normally 
moved around or can be easily moved from 

place to place (e.g. vacuum cleaners, kettles, 
fans, TVs) and also equipment that could be 
moved (e.g. photocopiers, faxes, computers). 
Portable equipment should be visually 
checked by employees who use it. Formal 
portable appliance testing (PAT) will be carried 
out regularly by a competent person. 

If you wish to bring any other electrical 
equipment (e.g. radio) or other portable 
electrical equipment on site, it must be 
approved by facilities management before it 
can be used. 

The leads, plugs, and sometimes the 
equipment itself can become damaged and 
this may result in electric shock or become a 
fire risk. 

Electrical equipment and electrical safety8
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Things you should look for include: 

> damaged wires or plugs 

> damage to plugs e.g. cracked casing or   
 bent pins 

> exposed or bare wires 

> evidence of overheating (burn marks,   
 stains or discoloration) 

> any damage to external casings, loose   
 parts or screws 

> exposure to liquid, dust or dirt. 

Never take a plug or equipment apart unless 
you are trained and authorised to do so. 

Any electrical risks should be reported to your 
line manager or health and safety champion, 
who should disconnect the equipment if it 
is safe to do so and place a warning sign ‘do 
not use’ on the equipment taking it out of 
use. Faulty or damaged electrical equipment 
should only be replaced or repaired by a 
qualified person.

Electrical equipment and safety8
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    Manual handling accidents 
account for more than a quarter of 
all reported accidents each year.

Manual handling operations 

It is the responsibility of the line manager to 
ensure that where required, manual handling 
risk assessments are carried out. 

Manual handling is the movement or support 
of a load by physical effort and includes lifting, 
moving, carrying, putting down, pushing and 
pulling of a load. 

The types of manual handling injuries include: 

> fractures 

> damage to muscles, ligaments and   
 tendons 

> spinal disc injuries 

> trapped nerves 

> abrasions and cuts 

> hernias. 

There are a number of important steps to 

consider and follow whenever moving or 
carrying a load: 

Task

Carefully evaluate the job to be done. Does the 
work involve stretching, twisting or bending? 
Can machinery or lifting equipment be used to 
help or can team handling be used? 

Individual

Consider the capability of the people - are 
they strong enough and fit enough? Are 
they adequately trained? Are they wearing 
appropriate Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE) such as non-slip gloves or footwear? 

Load

Look at the load - if it is too heavy, can it be 
lightened or split? If it is unstable, can handles 
be fitted or the load reapportioned? 

Environment

Control the work environment where the 
operation takes place - is the floor slippery 
or uneven? Can the layout of the floor or 
conditions be improved? 

Manual handling9
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    Where manual handling 
cannot be avoided, a good lifting 
technique must be adopted.

Manual handling9
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Get a firm grip

> decide before lifting how to 
 hold the object

> grasp it firmly not just by the 
 finger tips

> do not change your grip while 
 lifting.

Hold the load close to your body

> shoulders and hips should 
 face the same direction

> feet should point in the 
 direction of the move.

Lift with your legs,  
not with your back

> raise your head and 
 shoulders first

> using your legs to push your 
 body up slowly in a smooth 
 action

> avoid twisting and turning.

Stand close to the load

> spread your feet close to the 
 load

> bend your knees and keep your 
 back straight.



    A visual display unit (VDU) 
consists of a monitor or screen 
and a workstation (i.e. desk, chair, 
keyboard and mouse) and has been 
blamed - often wrongly - for a wide 
range of health problems.

These health problems include: 

> work related upper limb disorders - often  
 caused by sitting in the same position for
 many hours every day or sitting    
 incorrectly. Examples are injuries and   
 pains to the fingers, hands, wrists, neck  
 and shoulders 

> musculoskeletal disorders - these affect  
 mainly the back, neck and arms and can  
 be caused by badly designed or incorrect  
 set-up of the workstation 

> visual fatigue and headaches - may be   
 caused by prolonged activity at the   
 screen or by poor lighting. 

Where problems do occur, they are generally 
caused by the way in which the VDU is being 
used, rather than the equipment itself. Health 
problems can be avoided by good workstation 
design, and by the way you use your VDU. 

It is the responsibility of the line manager 
to ensure that where required, VDU risk 
assessments are carried out.

1. Screen positioning 

The screen should be able to tilt and swivel, 
allowing the user to avoid glare or reflections 
while adopting a natural posture for reading 
the screen. If you use a document holder, 
ensure that it is the same distance away as the 
screen to minimise head and eye movement. 
The correct viewing distance from the eyes to 
the screen should be 45cm-55cm. 

2. Posture 

You should sit upright with the small of your 
back fully supported, arms and legs at 90 
degrees. Eyes should be level with the top of 
the monitor casing. Your feet should be flat on 
the floor or on a footrest. 

3. Keyboard and mouse 

The keyboard should, ideally, be separate, 
and should be clean, legible and adjustable. 
There should be about 5cm in front of the 
keyboard to rest wrists between periods of 
keying. The mouse should be as close to the 
keyboard as possible in order to minimise 
hand and arm movement. 

4. Chair 

The chair should have adjustable backrest/
height and tilt and five-point castors. Ensure 
the backrest comfortably supports the small of 
your back. Be aware that armrests fitted to the 
chair may prevent the chair from being pulled 
close to the desk and could impede a correct 
keying posture. If that is the case, ask for the 
armrests to be removed. 

5. Reflections and glare 

Every effort should be made to reduce 
reflections and glare. If you have any points of 
glare or reflection and are not sure where they 
are coming from, switch off your screen so that 
you can identify the glare source. 

6. Screen display 

The screen should have adjustable brightness. 
If you are unsure how to adjust your display 
screen, ask for assistance and advice. 

7. Work surface 

The height of the work surface should allow a 
comfortable position for the arms and wrists 
when using a keyboard. The work surface 
should be large enough to enable you to carry 
out your work, including changing tasks. 

Visual display units (VDUs)10
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8. Workspace 

Prolonged sitting in a static position can be 
harmful. There should be enough room under 
the workstation for the person to change 
posture when needed. 

9. Work breaks 

Work breaks do not necessarily have to be 
formal rest breaks; they can be changes in 
activity, such as visiting the photocopier 
or, completing paperwork. Work breaks are 
necessary to control the potential physical and 
psychological risks. 

Remember: 

> breaks should be taken before the onset  
 of fatigue 

> short, frequent breaks are more beneficial  
 than occasional longer breaks 

> work should be organised so there is a   
 mix between screen and non-screen activity. 

For further advice on safe set up and use of 
VDUs refer to the guidance on the Intranet

Laptops, notebooks and tablets (portable 
VDUs)

Many ECC employees use laptops every day at 
work and to help facilitate flexible and agile 
working. As with desktop machines, if used 
correctly, laptops should not pose a health 
and safety risk. However, due to the smaller 
keyboard and screens, they can be less 
comfortable to use over longer periods of time. 
Symptoms can include back, neck, shoulder and 
wrist aches, pains and strains.

Where problems do occur, they are generally 
caused by the way in which the equipment is 
used. Here are some practical tips on how you 
can reduce health and safety risks when using 
a laptop:

> the laptop should be placed on a firm   
 surface at the right height for comfortable 
 use of the keyboard

> the laptop should be connected to a 
 monitor, keyboard and mouse when working  
 at one location for long periods of time

> the screen should be angled so that   
 it is seen clearly, with minimal light   
 reflection

> take regular screen and keyboard rests - 
 short frequent breaks are more   
 beneficial than occasional longer breaks

> don’t overload your laptop carrying   
 bag; distribute the weight as evenly as   
 possible.

Eye care provision 

As a VDU user you are entitled to an 
appropriate eye and eyesight test. Essex 
County Council will meet the cost of the eye 
test up to specified limits. Normally, a test 
will be provided every two years but can be 
more frequent if you are experiencing visual 
difficulties which may be attributable to 
display screen work. 

If, as a result of the test, you are required 
to purchase spectacles, or modifications to 
existing spectacles, solely for display screen 
use, you are entitled to reimbursement by 
Essex County Council up to a maximum figure. 
Details of the procedure and costs covered 
can be found on the Intranet.

Visual display units (VDUs)10
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    You should not use any 
machinery unless you have 
received full training.

There are several points you must remember 
when operating any machinery: 

>	 you should not use any machinery   
 unless you have received formal training 

> you must ensure the correct safety features 
 are in place and the machine is stable 

> you must know how to stop the machine  
 before starting it 

> the machine and area around it must be 
 kept clean, tidy and free from obstructions 

> you must tell your line manager at once   
 if you think the machine is not working  
 properly or any of the guards or safety  
 devices are missing or faulty 

> you must wear the appropriate protective  
 clothing (e.g. glasses and footwear) as  
 identified in the risk assessment,   
 operating instructions and safe systems  
 of work.

Never, under any circumstances: 

> use a machine unless you are authorised 
 and trained to do so 

> try to clean or undertake maintenance   
 on a machine in motion - switch it off,   
 unplug it or lock it off 

> use a machine that has a danger sign or  
 tag attached to it 

> wear dangling chains, loose clothing,   
 gloves, rings, or have long hair, which   
 could get caught up in moving parts 

> distract people who are using a machine 

> tamper with or remove guards, interlocks  
 or safety devices from a machine for   
 the purpose of speeding up production,  
 convenience or ease of access. 

Machinery and work equipment11
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    A hazardous substance is 
defined as any solid, liquid, 
dust, fume, vapour, gas or 
microorganism that may be 
harmful to your health.

Hazardous substances are covered under the 
Control of Substances Hazardous to Health 
(CoSHH) Regulations and can be identified by 
an orange and black symbol on the packaging 
or a red triangle with a white background, 
(this is the new global harmonised system 
that is being phased in over the next few years 
and will replace the orange and black symbols 
over time). 

Common substances like chemicals, paints, 
adhesives and cleaning solvents, can be 
hazardous and can enter the body by: 

> ingestion i.e. substances entering the 
 mouth 

> inhalation i.e. substances being breathed in 

> absorption e.g. skin contact or in the eye. 

Exposure to hazardous substances can lead 

to acute and chronic illnesses such as burns, 
dermatitis, poisoning and occupational 
asthma. 

To protect yourself and others from the risk of 
hazardous substances, the following control 
measures should be adopted: 

> always refer to the information from
 the supplier and any package labelling.  

> hazardous substances should be
 properly labelled and supplied with   
 a Safety Data Sheet (SDS) by the 
 manufacturer. Labels must be in English  
 and be clear, legible, and easy to   
 understand 
> ensure appropriate risk and CoSHH 
 assessments have been undertaken and
 the appropriate control measures are in
 place 

> all substances must be stored safely   
 and used in accordance with the   
 manufacturer’s instructions 

> ensure all equipment and substances are  
 safe, appropriate to the task and properly  
 maintained 

> if you are not sure about something -   
 ASK BEFORE YOU ACT 

> personal protective equipment (PPE)   
 such as eye protection and gloves should  
 be suitable for the task and be worn at all  
 times 

> all employees have a responsibility  
 to ensure good housekeeping and
 any spillages must be cleaned up   
 immediately. In the event of spillage of a  
 hazardous substance, contact security or  
 reception and provide details of location  
 and the incident. 

Hazardous substances12
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     PPE should only be used as a 
last resort. Wherever possible, 
elimination of the hazards, 
engineering controls and safe 
systems of work should be applied. 
If PPE is needed it will be provided 
by Essex County Council free of 
charge.

It is the responsibility of the line manager to 
assess the PPE needs of their team to ensure 
that the equipment is suitable for the tasks it 
will be used for.

When using PPE the following points should 
be considered: 

> is the PPE appropriate to the task and   
 foreseeable risks? 

> have you received information and  
 instructions in the selection and use of   
 the PPE? 

> does it fit properly and is it compatible   
 with other PPE and safety equipment that 

 is to be used? 

> if it is damaged or lost, speak to your line  
 manager to arrange replacement 

> always wear the PPE provided - it is your  
 responsibility! 

Types of personal protective equipment 

Head protection 

Safety helmets must always 
be worn when entering 
construction sites, working at 
height, or where work is being 
carried out overhead. 

Eye protection 

Safety glasses and goggles 
must be worn when operating 
machinery, handling chemicals 
or in any areas identified by a 
risk assessment. 

Footwear 

Safety footwear must be worn 
where there is a risk of crushing 
and impact injuries to feet, e.g. 
on construction sites, highways 
maintenance, waste sites, 
warehousing and stores, by 
porters and for some manual 
handling activities. 

Skin and hand protection 

There may be hazardous 
substances within your work 
environment which, if handled 
without suitable precautions, 
may cause skin damage, 
irritations or dermatitis. 

Hearing protection 

Hearing protection, such as ear 
plugs and ear muffs, should 
be worn where there is noisy 
equipment or processes. 

Personal protective equipment (PPE)13
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     Always wear the PPE provided - it is your responsibility!

>>

>>  



    A lone worker is anyone who is 
required to work by themselves 
without close or direct supervision. 
Although there are no legal 
restrictions on working alone, lone 
workers must not be placed at a 
greater risk than other employees. 
Lone working may include 
employees working outside normal 
hours or working late, visiting 
offsite premises or dealing with 
members of the public.

It is the responsibility of the line manager to 
ensure that lone working risk assessments are 
carried out for their team where required. 

If you are working alone or away from your 
usual place of work on a frequent or infrequent 
basis, you should always consider the following 
health and safety principles:

> certain risks may not be foreseeable until
 you get to the respective work premises   

 (e.g. asbestos, working at height, unsafe   
 structures etc) so, when you arrive, make   
 a quick risk assessment yourself. This may  
 help you decide how safe a situation is and  
 what action you should take to avoid   
 danger. Speak to your line manager if you   
 have any concerns or issues 

> familiarise yourself with the local
 emergency procedures, exits and assembly 
 points - especially if it isn’t your usual place 
 of work 

> carry your mobile phone at all times. Pre-  
 programme it with an emergency number   
 and make sure it is charged

> if you are working alone in the workplace,  
 always inform a colleague when you arrive  
 and leave

> if a customer or client becomes abusive or 
 aggressive, do not antagonise the situation. 
 Calmly walk away and report the   
 situation to your line manager

> report any accidents, incidents or near   
 misses, however large or small, to your line  
 manager.

When travelling

> plan your route in advance to avoid having  
 to stop to check maps

> try to park in open, well lit places

> reverse into parking bays, wherever   
 possible. This will ensure that you have an  
 easy and direct exit in an emergency

> valuable items, such as laptops and mobile 
 phones, should be kept out of sight,   
 wherever possible

> avoid walking in isolated or poorly lit   
 places, e.g. subways, whenever possible –  
 if unavoidable, try to go with a colleague

> if you have a personal alarm, test it   
 regularly and keep it with you

> ensure that you have a first aid kit in your   
 vehicle that is suitable for treating minor   
 injuries

> if you are travelling late at night on public 
 transport, e.g. train, tubes or buses, try to sit  
 in a busy carriage or close to the driver. 

Lone working and personal safety14
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>>       If you are threatened or assaulted contact  
the police immediately via 999 or 112.

>>



    It is important for employees 
to know when they could be in a 
situation involving work-related 
violence and to be clear what they 
should do about it.

The health and safety of our people is 
paramount, therefore where acts of violence 
or abuse occur, the Council must take all 
reasonable steps to prevent recurrence.

The Health and Safety Executive defines 
acts of violence as: “Any incident, in which 
a person is abused, threatened or assaulted 
in circumstances relating to their work.” All 
behaviour which falls under this definition of 
violence at work should be reported, whether 
or not it occurs on work premises.

If an employee feels threatened, intimidated 
or upset by the incident, then it must be 
reported.

In some areas of the Council’s work the 
use of abusive language by the public is 
very common. Some people may express 

their anger by using abusive language. If an 
employee is unsure whether or not to report 
an incident then the important thing they 
must consider is how the incident made 
them feel and if necessary discuss this with 
their line manager and/or health and safety 
champion.

Where an employee is injured through the 
specific behaviour of a child or service user 
because they have a mental or physical 
impairment the incident can be reported as 
an accident rather than an act of violence - as 
the affected person may not consider there to 
have been intent of violence.

However, in addition to any local reporting 
and record keeping processes:

> acts of physical violence involving visitors   
 should be reported using the online   
 Accident/Incident Report Form, if they are  
 connected with the Council’s work and if the  
 incident was serious

> where restrictive physical internention was  
 needed to control an act of violence or  
 where its use led to an individual being  
 injured you must record this on the online  
 Accident/Incident Report Form

> significant incidents of violence or  
 aggression should be recorded and 
 processed in accordance with the violent  
 markers procedure.

Acts of violence between non-employees 
(e.g. pupils fighting) are not covered by the 
above and should therefore be reported and 
dealt with through the establishment’s own 
behaviour policies and procedures.

Work related violence15
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      Stress is defined as an adverse 
reaction that an individual has to 
excessive pressure or other demands 
placed upon them - it occurs when 
they feel they can’t cope. 

It is the responsibility of the line manager to 
ensure that stress risk assessments are carried 
out for their team where required.

A certain amount of pressure may help us 

perform tasks better, but excessive pressure - 
which leads to stress - can cause a number of 
physical and psychological symptoms such as 
tiredness, anxiety, stomach and skin conditions, 
heart disease and depression. 

Various factors have been shown to increase 
the risk of stress, such as a poor working 
environment, lack of communication with 
managers, being overloaded with work, concerns 
over job security, and bullying and harassment. 

Managers can help reduce stress levels by 
considering the causes and taking appropriate 
action, such as redesigning the job, improving 
working conditions, improving communication 
and support and ensuring a culture that does 
not tolerate any form of bullying or harassment. 
You can help to reduce your levels of stress by 
discussing any issues of concerns with your line 
manager, in addition to modifying your lifestyle, 
improving your fitness and developing relaxation 
techniques. 

Stress18
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Working away from Essex County Council premises17

    Employees may be required to 
stay overnight in hotels, guest 
houses and residential training 
centres in the UK and overseas.

On arrival, you should be aware of: 

> what to do in the event of an emergency 

> how to raise the alarm and the location   
 of fire alarm call points 

> the location of fire safety equipment 

> the nearest emergency exits and   
 assembly points 

> emergency contact numbers for fire   
 service and paramedics 

>>

>>

    As part of our commitment to 
flexible working, some employees 
may choose or be required to work 
from home from time to time.

The general health and safety principles and 
responsibilities (e.g. VDU, stress, lone working 
and driving) outlined within this handbook 
still apply and should be adopted to ensure 

that working from home does not place you 
under greater risk. 

Working from home and other Essex County Council premises16
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Internal vehicles 

    Essex County Council 
operates a number of internal 
vehicles, including forklifts, vans 
and trucks. 
It is the responsibility of line managers to 
ensure that their employee’s driving licences 
and other vehicle related checks take place 
in line with the Essex County Council Code of 
Practice - Driving for Work.

All drivers are expected to comply with the 
following safety standards: 

> no person should drive any Essex County  

 Council vehicle unless they have a valid  
 licence and are trained and authorised to  
 do so 

> before driving, vehicles should be   
 checked at the beginning of each shift/day  
 to ensure that they are fit and safe to use 

> if any defects are found, they should be   
 reported to the shift supervisor 

> vehicles with defects must be taken out 
 of service immediately 

> all vehicles should be driven with due 
 care and attention, consistent with prevailing  
 conditions and making allowances for  
 pedestrians and other road users 

> displayed speed limits must not be exceeded. 

Employee use of private cars

Employees driving private cars must: 

> if using their car on Council business, have  
 insurance for business use

> ensure that the car is in roadworthy condition

> adhere to speed limits 

> be aware of pedestrians and other road   
 users 

> not use mobile phones whilst driving 

> observe and adhere to parking regulations, 
 requirements and restrictions. 

Driving

>>

>>
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    In accordance with road traffic 
regulations, Essex County Council 
employees are not permitted to 
use mobile phones whilst driving - 
either with or without a hands 
free device.

Drivers must switch off their mobile phones 
whilst driving and utilise the voicemail facility. 
Drivers should stop regularly to take rest 
breaks and use this opportunity to check 
voicemails and make calls.

Mobile phones and driving20
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    Safety signs are displayed 
where a risk assessment 
indicates that a risk cannot be 
eliminated, engineered out or 
reduced significantly by a safe 
system of work. Safety signs 
provide information and warnings 
about health and safety at work, 
prescribe behaviour and, in some 
cases, prohibit behaviour.

Prohibition signs 

Prohibition Signs have 
a white background with 
a red circular band and 
crossbar. Examples 
include no smoking, 
no pedestrians, 
no mobile phones. 

Warning signs 

Warning Signs have 
black triangular bands, 
yellow background with 
symbol or text in black. 
Examples include risk of 
electrocution, asbestos,  
forklift trucks operating.

Mandatory signs 

Mandatory Signs have 
a blue circle with a symbol 
or text in white. These 
provide instruction 
that must be complied with. 
Examples include keep clear, 
keep closed, wear hard hats, wear googles, 
wear hearing protection.

Safety information 

Safety information 
signs are indicated by 
a green square or 
rectangle with a white 
symbol or text. 
Examples include fire 
exits and first aid notices.

Essex County Council health and safety handbook
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    We can all help maintain the security in our 
places of work.

> passes should be worn and be visible at all times 

> if you see strangers wandering about your workplace, ask them 
 why they are there and check that they have a pass

> look after your personal belongings - you reduce the potential 
 for theft if you keep them out of sight 

> secure valuable, expensive or confidential items in a locked 
 drawer or security cabinet 

> at the end of the day, take your laptop with you or lock it away 
 safely 

> ensure your workstation is locked when unattended 

> keep passwords confidential at all times 

> obey instructions at reception and from security 

> observe signs relating to the use of mobile phones and cameras.

Security22
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Anyone who awards contracts must ensure 
that, before any work begins on ECC premises, 
contractors and their employees are: 

> given an appropriate health and safety   
 induction 

> familiar with the work environment and   
 hazards 

> competent to carry out the work safely   
 whilst on site 

> aware of security arrangements for   
 entering and leaving sites 

> aware of fire and first aid procedures,   
 precautions and equipment 

> aware of the accident and incident   
 reporting procedures

Contractors where required, must provide 
to ECC before any work begins, relevant 
risk assessments, method statements/safe 
systems of work and permits to work.

Contractors23
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Agency/temporary employees24

    Essex County Council has the 
same duty of care to temporary 
employees as to permanent 
employees.

Consequently, line managers must ensure that 
all agency/temporary employees who work on 
Essex County Council premises are: 

> provided with an appropriate health and 
 safety induction 

> competent to carry out the work they   
 have been assigned to do 

> aware of health and safety arrangements  
 and precautions 

> aware of security arrangements for   
 entering and leaving the workplace 

> made aware of all risk assessments/  
 hazards within the work environment 

> aware of fire and emergency equipment,  
 precautions and procedures 

> made aware of accident and incident   
 reporting procedures. 

>>

>>

All contractors, agency/temporary 
employees must abide by Essex County 
Council health and safety procedures, take 
reasonable care of themselves and others, 
use the equipment provided, and report any 
health and safety issues or concerns to their 
line manager.



     Essex County Council will ensure the health, safety and 
welfare of women who are pregnant, who have recently 
returned to work after the birth of their child, or who are 
breast feeding.

Once the employee has informed her line manager that she is 
pregnant, a pregnant worker risk assessment will be completed by 
the line manager with the employee. Any changes to equipment, 
environment or working practices will be agreed and reviewed 
regularly. 

Lifting and handling tasks are an obvious risk to an expectant mother 
and her unborn child. These risks can easily be avoided by others 
helping or carrying out those tasks for the worker concerned. 

Pregnant women25
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    Essex County Council operates a 
smoke free policy in all of its 
buildings.

Employees and visitors are only permitted to smoke 
in designated areas away from buildings, windows, 
doorways and central walkways. This also applies to 
electronic cigarettes.

Smoke free policy26
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    No employee or contractor shall 
report, or endeavour to report, for work 
in an unfit state due to the influence of 
any illegal or intoxicating 
substances.

Any employee found to be supplying, taking, or 
under the influence of any illegal substances whilst 
undertaking their work activities will be subject to 
the disciplinary procedure which may result in a final 
written warning or possible dismissal. 

Check with your doctor that any prescribed 
medicines or drugs will not affect the safety of 
yourself or your colleagues. 

Alcohol and drugs27
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Protection of the environment28
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>>    Essex County Council takes its 
environmental responsibilities 
seriously.

In order to maintain Essex County Council’s 
commitment to environmental protection and 
pollution prevention, every employee and 
contractor should take reasonable steps to: 

> ensure good housekeeping 

> keep a clean and tidy site 

> control and minimise waste 

> take measures to segregate waste and   
 prevent accidental mixing 

> dispose of waste in the appropriate 
 containers

> not to pour any substance down the   
 drains 

> switch off machinery when not in use 

> conserve energy, where practicable 

> report any leaks or spillages    
 immediately 

> be aware of and follow emergency   
 procedures 

> identify any areas for environmental   
 improvement and waste reduction

> recycle paper and other materials if facilities  
 are available.

>>
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      Understanding accidents and 
their causes helps Essex County 
Council prevent similar accidents 
and incidents from happening 
again.

All employees and contractors have a 
responsibility to report accidents and take all 
reasonable steps to prevent accidents and 
incidents by:

> maintaining a safe working environment

> following laid down procedures and 
 standards

> taking reasonable care for themselves 
 and others. 

Accident response 

If an employee, visitor or contractor working for 
Essex County Council is involved in an accident 
which involves injury, harm or requires medical 
attention, the first aid procedure should be 
adopted in the first instance. 

Accident reporting 

If you have an accident which requires first aid 
attention or medical treatment: 

> obtain treatment from a first aider as soon 

 as possible (details of first aiders can be 
 found on health and safety notice boards)

> inform your line manager (or other responsible 
 person) of the accident as soon as possible 

> your line manager will investigate the  
 accident and complete the Essex County 
 Council online accident report form.

> assist your line manager with the investigation 
 and ensure any corrective and preventative 
 actions or recommendations have been fully
 identified and implemented. 

Accident reports will be reviewed regularly by 
the line manager and ECC Corporate Health 
and Safety team to identify any trends and/or 
corrective action necessary. 

RIDDOR - Reporting of Injuries Diseases and 
Dangerous Occurrences Regulations.

RIDDOR – If the accident results in an employee 
being absent from work for more than seven 
consecutive days including weekends - this 
is classified as a RIDDOR Reportable Accident 
and must be reported to the Health and Safety 
Executive (HSE) within fifteen days of the 
accident. 

The relevant line manager is responsible for 
reporting RIDDOR Reportable accidents to the 
HSE and they should ensure they follow the ECC 

accident reporting procedure on the intranet.

Specified injuries 

If an employee, or contractor, working for Essex 
County Council, suffers a ‘specified injury’ (e.g. 
fatality, amputation, fracture, dislocation), the 
relevant line manager must contact the Essex 
County Council Corporate Health and Safety team 
as soon as possible. 

The Essex County Council Corporate Health and 
Safety team and the line manager will discuss 
the next course of action if applicable. 

Incident and near misses 

An incident or near miss is an unplanned 
event which has the potential to cause harm to 
people, property or the environment. This must 
be reported on the online incident report form, 
which can be found on the Intranet.

Incident and near miss details will provide 
valuable information and will allow remedial 
measures to be introduced to prevent recurrence 
and potential injury. 

Incident reports must be completed within 5 
days. 

Accident and incident reporting29
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Contact telephone numbers30
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Police, Ambulance or Fire Brigade     9-999

County Hall Security        6666

Essex County Council Corporate Health and Safety team 01245 436896

Essex County Council Occupational Health team  01245 430222

For general health and safety enquires email   hs@essex.gov.uk

Employees working in locations other than County hall should obtain and record appropriate  
security phone numbers here.
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Local health and safety induction checklist31
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Name of Employee Employee Number

Start Date Date of Induction/Refresher

1 Introduction  4

 Health and safety policy  4

2  Employees responsibilities 4

3  Health and safety management  4 

4  Fire safety 4

5  First aid 4

6  Bomb or risk of explosion 4 

7  Safe office practices 4

8  Electrical equipment and electrical safety 

9  Manual handling 

10  Visual display unit (VDU) 4

11  Machinery and work equipment 

12  Hazardous substances

13  Personal protective equipment (PPE) 

14  Lone working and personal safety

15 Work related violence 4

16  Working from home and other Essex  
 County Council premises 

Item            Covered          Initial (employee)

17  Working away from Essex County 
 Council premises 

18 Stress 

19 Driving 

20 Mobile phones and driving 4 

21 Safety signs 

22 Security 4

23 Contractors 

24 Agency/ temporary employees

25 Pregnant women

26 Smoke free policy 4 

27 Alcohol and drugs 4

28 Protection of the environment 4 

29 Accident and incident reporting 4

30 Contact telephone numbers 4

31 Local health and safety induction checklist 4

32 Declaration 4

	 4	required for all employees

 

Item            Covered          Initial (employee)



Declaration 
To be completed by the employee
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Name (print):

Function:

Office Location:

Tel No:

Signature:

Date:

My first aider(s) 
are:

My Fire Marshal(s) 
are:

My Fire Assembly 
point is:

My Local Health and 
Safety Champion is:

Line Managers Name:

Signature:

Date:

I confirm that I have read the Essex County Council health and safety 
handbook.

I confirm that I have read the Essex County Council handbook and am 
aware of my health and safety responsibilities. 

Please complete pages 34 and 35 and return a copy to your line manager or health and safety champion (as appropriate).



This information is issued by  
Essex County Council, Corporate Health and Safety Team. 
You can contact us in the following ways:

By email:  
hs@essex.gov.uk

By telephone: 
01245 436896

By post:  
Essex County Council, Corporate Health and Safety, 
County Hall, Market Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 1QH

 
Read our online magazine at essex.gov.uk/youressex

Follow us on
  

Essex_CC
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5The information contained in this document can be translated, and/

or made available in alternative formats, on request.
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Essex 
      excellence 
  is no accident


